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STANLEY
Instructions for Installation of
Wrap Spring Clutches on

Model H-J-RSCA

Arm Stitchers
A WARNING:
STITCHER OPERATORS AND OTHERS IN THE WORK AREA SHOULD ALWAYS WEAR
SAFETY GLASSES TO PREVENT SERIOUS EYE INJURY FROM WIRE AND FLYING
DEBRIS WHEN LOADING, OPERATING, OR UNLOADING THIS STITCHER.
DO NOT OPERATE THIS STITCHER UNTIL ALL GUARDS ARE IN PLACE.
ALWAYS TURN OFF THE POWER SUPPLY BEFORE MAKING ADJUSTMENTS OR
SERVICING THIS STITCHER.
NEVER OPERATE THIS STITCHER WITH WIRE FEEDING AND NO STOCK ABOVE
THE CLINCHERS.
WHEN OPERATING THIS STITCHER DO NOT DRIVE ONE STITCH ON TOP OF
ANOTHER.

OPERATION and MAINTENANCE MANUAL
AWARNING:
BEFORE OPERATING THIS STITCHER, STUDY THE MANUAL AND UNDERSTAND
THE SAFETY WARNINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS,
CONTACT YOUR STANLEY-BOSTITCH REPRESENTATIVE OR DISTRIBUTOR. SAVE
THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
BSA1781S

REV. B

3/93

STANLEY!: I ISTITCH
Stanley Fastening Systems

Model H-J-RSCAK1 Parts List
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PART
36788
36671
36677
36678
36774
36775
36786
36680
36787
1052H
36792
F94165
840H2
85199
85128
85419
85417
86035
86749
851750
851745
851741
851277
850603

DESCRIPTION
Belt guard mount plate
Belt guard
Drive pulley
Spacer
Clutch bracket
Bracket post
Motor plate
5/16-18x1 3/16 HHCS
Motor pulley
Mount plate bracket
Spacer
Grommet
Drive shaft key
Wire terminal
Cable connector
#14 white wire
#14 black wire
#14 green wire
Female reducer
Clutch brake
Footswitch assembly
Duplex connector
Antishort bushing
Wire terminal

QTY.
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1

4
2
6
1
1
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PART
851742
851744
85125
85416
86198
UA3308.2
UA3306.2
UA4110.1
36794
HN51618.7
HN1032
HN3816.2
HN1213.2
HN1420.2
SW10
LW38
PW38
PW12.1
PW14
LW516
BG925
UA5124.1
PW516

DESCRIPTION
Wire terminal
Drive belt
Cable clamp
Extra flex conduit
Cable connector
#10-32x1/2 RHMS
#10-32 x 3/8 RHMS
1/4-20x5/8 HHCS
3/8-1/2 shoulder screw
5/16-18 nylon locknut
#10-32 hex nut
3/8-16 hex nut
1/2 hex nut
1/4-20 hex nut
#10 shakeproof washer
3/8 lockwasher
3/8 plain washer
1/2 plain washer
1/4 plain washer
5/16 lockwasher
Spacer
5/16-18x1-1/2 HHCS
5/16 plain washer

DISASSEMBLY

CAUTION: Read instructions thoroughly before attempting to install equipment.
A WARNING:

Disconnect the power supply before servicing this stitcher.

1. Remove and discard the belt guards and their bolts and washers.
2. Remove and save the driving pulley washer and screw. Discard the driving pulley, motor pulley, drive belt and shaft key.
3. Discard the clutch sleeve along with all mechanical clutch and brake components including the clutch pawl and other parts
located in the body assembly.
4. Disconnect electrical connections from motor and remove motor from motor bracket. Discard the motor bracket.
5. Using an overhead hoist, secure a sling around the body and lower the stitcher to provide access to the bottom of the base.
Lay the stitcher on secured blocks to prevent damage to the drive shaft.
6. Remove and discard the foot trip rod, trip lever assembly and connecting link, as well as the solenoids on RSCA machines.
7. Tap the 1" diameter hole at foot of base with 3/4" pipe thread and screw in the female reducer (86749).
8. Thread the foot switch cord through the connector (86198) and the reducer, then through the base and out of the
opening at the rear of the body.
9. Place the stitcher in the upright position. Drill and tap the cable clamp holes (85125) and the belt guard mount plate (36788)
hole as noted in Detail #1.
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ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION OF PARTS
1. Attach the belt guard mount plate (36788) to the body using 5/16-18 x 1-1/2 HHCS (UA5124.1), and spacer (36792).
2. Slide the motor plate (36786) into the body. Remove the motor plate screws to assemble the (2) mount plate brackets
(1052H) with legs pointing inward and replace the motor plate screws. Finish securing the belt guard motor plate using (2)
1/4-20 x 5/8 HHCS (UA4110.1), (2) 1/4 plain washers (PW14) and (2) 1/4-20 hex nuts (HN1420.2).
3. Slide the spacer (36678) on the drive shaft. Secure the clutch brake (851750) to the drive pulley (36677) with the (6)
5/16-18 x 13/16 HHCS (36680) and (6) 5/16 lockwashers (LW516). Slide this assembly on the drive shaft using the drive shaft
key (840H2). Replace the pulley washer and bolt.
4. Fasten the clutch bracket (36674) to the clutch with the 1/2 shoulder screw (36794), spacer (BG925) and nylon locknut
(HN51618.7).
5. Fasten the (2) bracket posts (36775) to the motor plate and through the clutch bracket with the (2) 3/8-16 hex nuts
(HN3816.2), (2) 3/8 lockwashers (LW38) and (2) 3/8 plainwashers (PW38) on the motor plate end. Note: Before locating the
bracket post through the clutch bracket, screw 1/2-13 hex nuts (HN1213.2) and 1/2 plainwashers (PW12.1) on each
bracket post. After the bracket post is through the clutch bracket, add an additional 1/2-13 hex nut and 1/2 plainwasher to the lower end of the bracket post. Keep the 1/2 nuts loose!
6. Install the motor pulley (37787) on the motor and fasten the motor to the motor plate.
7. Install the drive belt (851744) on the pulleys.
8. Increase the drive belt tension by raising the motor plate. Check that the 1/2-13 hex nuts on the bracket post are loose and
allow the motor plate to move.
9. With the belt tight, check that the motor plate is level and tighten the motor plate screws.
10. Adjust the 1/2-13 hex nuts on the bracket post to insure that the clutch bracket is level and snug.
CAUTION: After clutch bracket is secure, there must be no binding of the shoulder screw in the clutch plate. Clutch
plate must be free to float to prevent the clutch from binding. If this occurs, readjust the 1/2-13 hex nuts on the
bracket or the shoulder screw.
11. Remove the cable connector from the right side of the motor starter box and replace with the duplex 90° connector
(851741). Reconnect the conduit leading to the motor and assemble the new conduit (85416) leading to the clutch brake
assembly with the black wire (85417), the white wire (85419) and the green wire (86035). Add the antishort bushings
(851277), the cable connectors (85128) and thread in the cable on footswitch (851745). Refer to Detail #4 and check that the
existing wiring and the new wiring is connected as illustrated. Install the ground terminal (85199), #10-32 x 3/8 RHMS
(UA3306.2) and #10 shakeproof washer (SW10).
CAUTION: Inspect the existing wiring on the stitcher and replace all wire, terminals, ground terminals, ground
screws, washers and nuts that are damaged or missing. Check that all connections are tight.
12. Secure conduit and foot switch cord to body with cable clamps (85125), #10-32 x 1/2 RHMS (UA3308.2) and #10 washers
(SW10) in holes tapped in Detail #1.
13. Recheck that all mechanical and electrical connections are tight and secure.
TEST AND ADJUST MACHINE
1. Connect the power supply. Turn switch on. Depress foot switch and hold down. Machine should continue to run. Release
foot pedal - machine should stop with head up.
2. If head stopping position is incorrect, refer to Detail #5 for readjustment.
3. If machine does not cycle, determine if footswitch microswitch is clicking on and off when foot treadle is depressed. If not,
microswitch is defective.
4. If footswitch is working properly, trip clutch actuator pawl once by hand to insure it is free to move and re-check all
wiring connections.
5. Finally, when everything is working properly, attach plastic belt guard (36671) to mounting plate.
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DETAIL 1
H & J STITCHERS
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DETAIL 1
RSCA STITCHERS
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DETAIL 2
ASSEMBLY OF CONVERSION PARTS

36787

851744

NOTE: SHOWN IS THE "H" & "J"
WITH THE FOOT SWITCH CORD
EXIT AT THE REAR OF THE BODY.
THE CORD ON THE RSCA EXITS
AT THE FAR SIDE OF THE BASE.

DETAIL 3

DETAIL 4

CLUTCH - BRAKE UNIT MAINTENANCE
A WARNING:

Always turn off the power supply before making adjustments or servicing these stichers.

This stitcher is equipped with a solenoid actuated wrap spring clutch-brake unit. It is a dependable device that seldom needs service,
but should a malfunction occur, the following information will serve as a service>and troubleshooting guide for maintenance of this unit.

1. CLUTCH AND BRAKE SPRINGS

2. ACTUATOR

With the brake engaged (full limit of output), the input hub
should be free to rotate by hand. With the clutch engaged, the
input and output should rotate together. If the unit does not rotate
in either of these modes, the clearance between the hubs of the
unit on the shaft may have been disturbed by dropping or hammering the unit on the shaft and assembly.
See Assembly and Disassembly instructions for readjusting.
Listed below are additional checks to be made if the clutch
does not function correctly.

The actuator is a simple straightforward mechanical linkage.
When the actuator does not trip the following checks should be
made.

Problem

Cause and Remedy

1. Clutch-brake
does not drive
but input turns.

A. Drive spring may be broken at
crossover point from an overload
caused by a jam. Replace spring and
check hubs for damage.
B. Collar may not snap forward because
of foreign matter restricting movement.
Clean unit.
C. Actuator does not pull in.
(See "Actuator).

2. Clutch-brake
jams and stalls
input motor.

A. Spring tang broken off drive spring,
not allowing clutch to disengage while
brake is engaged. Replace drive spring.
B. Clutch output bound up. Check
clearance between output hub and
brake hub.
C. Completely out of adjustment caused
by losing an internal spring tang.
Replace spring.

3. Output does not
repeat stopping
point.

A. Not enough inertia to actuate brake.
B. Tang broken off brake spring.
Replace spring.
C. If unit has an adjustable collar,
locking screw may be loose allowing
adjusting screw to rotate.

Problem

Cause and Remedy

1 . No power to
the coil.

1. If no power to the coil, check all
wiring and switching in the system that
actuates the clutch.

2. Lack of continuity of the coil
windings.

2. If no continuity, replace the coil.

3. Mechanical
binding of the
plunger.

3. Plunger binding may be caused by
the shifting of the coil, or mushrooming
of plunger end due to striking the back
stop. In the latter case the plunger may
be turned or filed to its true diameter.
Readjust to provide .010 to .030
clearance between the actuator and the
cam high point.

4. Insufficient
clearance of the
actuator over the
stop collar.

4. No clearance over the stop collar detent would be caused by lack of continuity of the linkage or misadjustment
of the coil. Repair or adjust as needed.

5. Actuator loaded
by the stop collar
in which case the
collar pushes so
hard on the actuator that it cannot
be pulled by the
coil.

5. Actuator loading can be caused by
the braking force exceeding the limits of
the brake or the differential setting of
the unit being too close, ie., CLUTCH
ON, BRAKE ON. (See instructions of
setting on Assembly and Disassembly
instructions.)

3. CONTROL COLLAR ADJUSTMENT
The stopping position of the head can be changed if necessary by adjusting
the position of the stop cam on the control collar sleeve. Turn power off, trip
clutch by hand and rotate drive pulley until driver is in desired stopping position then proceed as follows:
(a) Work retaining ring "A" out of groove and slide forward on
sleeve "C" (see illustration).
(b) Slide cam "B" off splines, rotate to desired relationship of stop to
shaft keyway, and slide back on splines. The actuator pawl will
have to be held clear during this operation.
(c) Slide retaining ring back into groove.
NOTE: Make sure brake is locked up before proceeding to insure
getting proper stop point.
DETAIL 5
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CLUTCH AND BRAKE UNIT

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PART NO.

1

Retaining Ring

850801

2

Input Hub

850802

3

Control Collar - CW

850803

4

Spring - Drive - CW (Clutch)

850804

5

Spring - Brake - CW

6

Plate Assembly - CW

7

Output Assembly

850965

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

PART NO.

Coil Assembly
(For 115V Service)
Coil Assembly
(For 240V Service)

851855

9

Actuator Assembly

851856

850805

10

Control Collar Cam

851767

851854

11

Anti Back Up Spring

850964

12

Shim Washers

851127

8
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851793

1
4. LUBRICATION
The clutch-brake unit is designed with the bearing parts made from sintered metal that has been impregnated with oil and normally
does not need to be re-lubricated. In cases where there is severe duty, or the environment is such that it may "wick-out" oil, wash
off oil, or fill the clutch with foreign matter, the unit may be re-oiled or flushed out with minimal or no disassembly by using a light
bearing oil as used in manufacture (Shell Bearing Infusion Oil #33). If disassembly of the unit for cleaning and oiling is necessary,
follow the detailed disassembly instructions to the point needed, flush and wipe parts in the oil to be used for re-lubrication. DO NOT
USE SOLVENT to clean the parts. To get more cleaning action from the oil it may be heated while cleaning the components, but bring
the parts back to ambient temperature by submerging in cool oil.
5. DISASSEMBLY
When disassembling the clutch-brake unit, always mark the spring tang locations with reference to which slots they go in if the same
springs are to be used in reassembly.

A WARNING:

Always disconnect stitcher machine power cord from power outlet before any disassembly work.

To disassemble the clutch-brake unit it will first be necessary to remove the V-belt, pulley washer and anchor bracket.
Disconnect wires from solenoid, swing anchor bracket up out of the way and carefully slide pulley and clutch off as a unit. Remove
drive pulley from input hub, then:
(a) Release actuator lever so that clutch is engaged and brake released.
(b) Remove retaining ring and shim washer, if any, from the mounting plate end.
(c) Remove input hub by rotating opposite to the drive direction.
(d) Remove retaining ring and shim washer, if any, from the mounting plate end.
(e) Remove output shaft, spring and control collar assembly by rotating output shaft in the drive direction.
(DO NOT DISASSEMBLE BRAKE HUB FROM MOUNTING PLATE.)
(f) Remove control collar from the output shaft and spring assembly by extracting towards the brake spring end.
6. ASSEMBLY
(a) Replace clutch, brake and anti-backup springs as required (assemble springs concentric and square to the output shaft).
(b) Assemble control collar over the output shaft and spring assembly by inserting from the brake spring end (it will be necessary
to extend brake spring using long-nose pliers).
(c) Place the brake spring tang in any one of the nine (9) control collar slots at random.
(d) Assemble output shaft, springs and control collar assembly to the mounting plate assembly by rotating output shaft in the drive
direction.
(e) Assemble retaining ring to output shaft at the mounting plate end (smooth surface facing brake hub). Check end play between
hub and retaining ring with feeler gauge. There should be .004" to .011" end play. Use shim washers to adjust.
(f) Rotate output shaft in the drive direction until it reaches a full brake position.
(g) With the clutch spring not in slot, insert the input hub by rotating opposite to the drive direction.
(h) Select the one of ten (10) control collar slots for the clutch spring tang that will provide a .50" to .75" circumferential overtravel
of the control collar when released.
NOTE: At this point it may be necessary to reselect one (1) of the nine (9) control collar slots for the brake spring tang (release
actuator level, remove clutch spring tang from slot, then move control collar axially toward the input hub end and rotate it opposite
to the drive direction to pick up next slot).
(i)
(j)

Repeat step (h) until the .50" to .75" specification is achieved.
Assemble retaining ring to output shaft at the input hub end (smooth surface facing input hub). Check end play between input
hub and retaining ring with feeler gauge. There should be only .002" to .006" end play on input hub.
(k) Reassemble unit to machine.
IMPORTANT: When reassembling clutch to machine, after anchor bracket is secure, there should be no binding between the pin
of anchor bracket and hole of clutch plate. Plate must be free to float on pin to prevent any binding or thrust load on rear clutch
bearing. If this occurs, loosen anchor bracket screw and adjust bracket until pin is free in hole. Pin is only to prevent plate rotation.

7. INSTRUCTIONS FOR COIL REPLACEMENT
A WARNING: Always turn off the power supply before making adjustments or servicing these stitchers.
1.

2.

Place the spring onto the plunger with the narrow end towards the actuator then slide the nylon washer onto the plunger. Slide
the solenoid and spacer plate onto the actuator/plunger assembly. Secure the solenoid with the cap screws and washers. DO
NOT tighten more than finger tight.
Energize the coil and adjust the gap between the actuator and the top of the collar stop to .010" to .040" by sliding the solenoid
assembly. (Note: push the collar towards the actuator to allow for collar movement). Tighten the cap screws.
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LIMITED WARRANTY
Stanley-Bostitch, Inc., warrants to the original retail purchaser that this product is free from defects in material and
workmanship, and agrees to repair or replace, at Stanley-Bostitch's option, any defective product within 90 days
from the date of purchase. This warranty is not transferable. It only covers damage resulting from defects in material
or workmanship, and it does not cover conditions or malfunctions resulting from normal wear, neglect, abuse or
accident.
THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER EXPRESS WARRANTIES. ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE IS LIMITED TO THE DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY.
STANLEY-BOSTITCH SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, or the exclusion or limitation of incidental
or consequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you
specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
To obtain warranty service, you must return the product at your expense together with proof of purchase to a StanleyBostitch Regional warranty repair center listed below or you may call us at 1-800-556-6696 or 1-800-832-3080 for
the location of additional authorized warranty service locations in your area.

Litho in U.S.A.

